
Science
Year Five – week beginning 22nd June

Rainbow Magic
As part of our LOVE IS LOVE topic this week, here are a few scientific experiments you

can try out to make rainbows. Depending on the resources you have available at home,

there are three to choose from, but you only need to do one (if you prefer). Have fun!

A rainbow is formed when light passes through water droplets hanging in the atmosphere. The

water droplets break white sunlight into the seven colours of the visible spectrum. There are 7

colours: in order, violet, indigo, blue, green, yellow, orange and red.

Before each experiment, read the instructions carefully and make a prediction about what you expect to 

see. Talk it over with someone at home. Take some photos throughout your experiment and send them in 

to school.



Rainbow crystals

What is the secret to creating crystals fast? The secret is creating a super-saturated solution of saltwater. A super-

saturated solution is simply adding enough salt to the boiling water so that it is no longer able to dissolve. The more 

saturated the solution, the faster the crystals will form.

Equipment:

- An adult to supervise with the boiling water

- salt

- pipe cleaners

- pencils

- String/ thread

Method:

Boil enough water to fill as many jars as you have ( 1 jar per rainbow)

Add enough salt so that crystals form on the surface of the water. It will look like a sheet of thin ice.

Remove the water from the heat and let the mixture cool.

While the water is cooling, form your rainbows using pipe cleaners. Start with the purple or pink pipe cleaner and 

make a backward rainbow with purple, blue, green, yellow, orange, and red as the top colour.

Twist the ends of the pipe cleaners together to hold the rainbow shape (Once the crystals form, the rainbows will hold 

their shape better).

Attach the rainbows to the pencils with another pipe cleaner or string/ thread.

Pour the salt water into the jars.



Lower the rainbows into the salt water solution.

Leave your experiment in a quiet, undisturbed place whilst your crystals are growing. Don’t be tempted to touch 

them!

Wait a few hours for salt crystals to form. Leave the crystals in the solution for longer to make bigger crystals. After 

two hours, small salt crystals will start to form.

You can leave the pipe cleaners in the saltwater solution for 2-3 days, but if you are in a hurry, the crystals will be 

visible and ready to study within an hour or two.

Make sure to keep checking to see the stage of growth the crystals are in!

The next day, gently lift out your rainbow crystals and let them dry on paper towels for an hour or so…

The science behind it all…..

The experiment includes the creation of a supersaturated solution in which the solution (liquid) contains more salt 

than water can usually hold. When the heated water cools, it makes conditions very unstable, so the dissolved salt 

(remember the salt is actually still in the water even though you may not see it), will leave the water and grab onto 

the pipe cleaner. As the water evaporates, the salt stays behind, making it even more unstable and encouraging the 

crystal to grow.



Walking water rainbow

Equipment

Water

Clear plastic cups or jam jars

Food Colouring

Paper Towels

Stirrer

Scissors

Timer (optional)

Method:

First add red, yellow, and blue food colouring (one colour per jar) in a pattern. Give each jar a little stir to evenly 

distribute the colour. Try to put the same amount of food colouring in each container.

Cut thin strips of paper towel to fit in the test tubes. If you are using glasses or cups, you can judge the best size 

strip to fit what you are using.

Place the paper towel strips into the jars. There will be two ends in each tube.

Wait and watch what happens. At this point, you can set up a stopwatch to make note of how long it takes for the 

colours to meet and mix. It may take a while.

Make sure to check on your walking water science experiment every once in a while to see the changes that are 

constantly taking place.

You don’t need 

to use test 

tubes!



How does water walk?

Walking water science is all about capillary action which also can be seen in plants. The coloured water travels up 

the fibres of the paper towel. These gaps are similar to the capillary tubes of a plant that pull the water up through 

the stems.

The fibres of the paper towel help the water move upward which is why this walking water science experiment 

looks like it is defying gravity. How else does water move up the tree? As the paper towels absorb the coloured 

water, the water travels up the towel strip. It meets up with the other coloured water that has travelled up the 

neighbouring strip.Where the primary colours interact, they turn into the secondary colours. Both colours will 

continue to travel as long as the towel fibres will absorb the water.



A rainbow of skittles

This skittles experiment is easy, low cost and provides lots of investigative opportunities. Try using different 

temperatures of water, white vinegar or even lemonade to discover what happens.

Equipment:

- A plate or container, preferably white

- Skittles, other coated sweets will also work

- Hot water

Method:

Place your skittles or sweets into a white container, try to alternate the colours.

Carefully pour water into the container, if the skittles move, just push them back into place quickly.

Watch what happens..

Can you time how long the colours take to reach the centre of the plate using cold and warm water? Which do you think 

will be faster?

Try using other sweets, can you find any that work as well as skittles?



WHY DO THE COLOURS SPREAD?

Skittles are coated in food colouring and sugar. When you pour water over the skittles the coloured 

coating dissolves spreading through the water.

The colour and sugar dissolve into the water and then diffuse through the water, making it the colour of 

the skittle.

QUESTIONS TO THINK ABOUT

Why do you think the colours don’t mix?

Can you spot the ‘S’ from the skittles? What happens to it?

How could you speed up the reaction?


